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Abstract

Traditional Chinese painting (TCP) is the gem of Chinese traditional arts. More and more TCP images are digitized and exhibited on
the Internet. Effectively browsing and retrieving them is an important problem that needs to be addressed. Gongbi (traditional Chinese
realistic painting) and Xieyi (freehand style) are two basic types of traditional Chinese paintings. This paper proposes a scheme to detect
TCPs from general images and categorize them into Gongbi and Xieyi schools. Low-level features such as color histogram, color coher-
ence vectors, autocorrelation texture features and the newly proposed edge-size histogram are used to achieve the high-level classification.
Support vector machine (SVM) is applied as the main classifier to obtain satisfactory classification results. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of the method.
� 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the steady growth of computer power, storage and
people’s ever-increasing access to the Internet, digital
acquisition of information has become increasingly popu-
lar in recent years. Many organizations have a large collec-
tion of digital images available for on-line access. Various
museums are constructing digital archives of art paintings
and preserve the original artifacts. More and more artists
attempt to exhibit and sell their productions on Internet.
Thus it is possible to access and appreciate art pieces in dig-
itized format. Effective indexing, browsing and retrieving
digitized art images become an important and imperative
topic that needs to be addressed. The first step of this prob-
lem is to separate these images from general images, and
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then classify them into various categories. At present, with
Internet and digitized multimedia content being prevalent
for people, the special old art form of Traditional Chinese
painting is spreading and getting more popular by these
modern techniques. Many invaluable antique paintings
could be digitized at a much higher resolution. This on
one hand makes the original copy being well preserved,
and on the other hand, allows a lot of people being able
to get access to view them. In digital museums, traditional
Chinese painting (TCP) images are exhibited in digitized
forms through Internet, thus users could view their beloved
works of art even without stepping out of their residence.
Internet and the modern digital techniques also bring
opportunities to the artists; they could put their produc-
tions on the Internet for selling and exhibiting purposes.

Traditional Chinese painting dates back to the Neolithic
Age, some 5000 years ago. It is normally painted by brush
with ink and/or colors on paper or silk. As an important
part of the East Asian cultural heritage, it is highly
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regarded for its theory, expression, and techniques
throughout the world. TCP is distinguished from Western
art in that it is executed with the Chinese brush, Chinese
ink and mineral, and vegetable pigments, as shown in
Fig. 1. TCP is generally classified into two styles: Xieyi
(freehand strokes) and Gongbi (‘‘skilled brush’’). The Xieyi
School (Fig. 1(a)) is marked by exaggerated forms and free-
hand brushwork. The essence of landscapes, figures and
other subjects are rendered with a minimum of expressive
ink. In contrast, the brushwork in Gongbi paintings
(Fig. 1(b)) is fine and visually complex. TCPs can also be
classified as figure paintings, landscapes, flower-and-bird
paintings, etc. (Fig. 1(c)). For example, landscapes repre-
sent a major category in traditional Chinese painting,
mainly depicting the natural scenery of mountains and riv-
ers. Besides, according to the creation of artists, TCP may
appear various art styles.

TCPs may take various appearances due to different
types and different styles. In this paper, as a pioneer step
to investigate on the digitalized Chinese traditional art,
Fig. 1. Representative examples of traditional Chinese paintings. (a) Examples
right: example of figure painting, landscape painting and flower-and-bird pain
we propose an approach to detect traditional Chinese
paintings from general images (non-TCP images) and then
categorize them into Gongbi and Xieyi Schools; the struc-
ture of our work is shown in Fig. 2. In the TCP identifica-
tion procedure, C4.5 decision tree classifier is first applied
as a pre-classification to achieve good performance. Then
SVM (Support Vector Machine) is selected as the main
classifier because an SVM with a large margin separating
two classes has a small VC (Vapnik Chervonenkis) dimen-
sion and this yields a good generalization performance.
This classifier has been shown to achieve equivalent or sig-
nificantly lower error rates than comparative methods.
Extensive experiments have been performed and high clas-
sification accuracies are achieved. In the TCP categoriza-
tion procedure, the most challenging work is to find
effective features to represent the GongBi and Xieyi catego-
ries. Thus a new feature named Edge-size histogram is pro-
posed. The combination of this feature with traditional
autocorrelation texture features enable the categorization
procedure to achieve expected classification result.
of Xieyi paintings, (b) examples of Gongbi paintings and (c) from left to
ting.



Fig. 2. System structure.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, related works from both image classification perspectives
and digitized art image processing domains are discussed.
Implementation issues including data set, image features,
and classifiers are introduced in Section 3. Experimental
results are provided in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. Related works

Image classification is a form of image understanding.
Its goal is to assign the image to a specified class, thus assist
image retrieval and related processing. The general prob-
lem of automatic image categorization is difficult to solve
and is optimally approached by a divide-and-conquer strat-
egy. Szummer and Picard (1998) discuss the problem of
indoor/outdoor image classification. About 90% of accu-
racy rate has been reported over a database of 1300 images
from Kodak by using K-nearest neighbor classifier method.
The authors in (Serrano et al., 2002) continued the work of
Szummer and Picard (1998) by proposing a computation-
ally efficient approach; they use two-stage SVMs classifica-
tion scheme and the employed features are low complexity;
the classification results are reported to be comparable to
those of Szummer and Picard (1998). Vailaya et al.
(1998) address the problem of classifying images into
indoor versus outdoor, city versus landscape and further
group landscape images into sunset, mountain and forest;
the features they used include: edge direction histogram,
edge direction coherence vector, color histogram and color
coherence vector. By using a Bayesian classification frame-
work, they report an accuracy of 90.5% for indoor versus
outdoor image classification, 95.3% for city versus land-
scape image classification, and 96.6% for sunset versus for-
est/mountain image classification. The authors in (Wang
et al., 1998) present an approach to identify natural photo-
graphs versus artificial graphs generated by computer
tools. They divide the image into blocks; then if the per-
centage of blocks that are classified as a photograph is
higher than a threshold, this image is decided as photo-
graph. The features they used for each block are wavelet
coefficient in high frequency bands. Prabhakar et al.
(2002) use the characteristics of color, texture and edge in
images to solve the problem of picture/graphics classifica-
tion, and an accuracy of 96.6% is achieved on the database
of 209 images by using a combination of decision tree and
neural network classifiers. Lienhart and Hartmann (2002)
propose a scheme to classify images into photo/graphics,
and further classify graphics into categories of comics/car-
toons versus slides/scientific pictures. By using discrete
AdaBoost training algorithm, classification rates of
97.69% and 99.5% are achieved on a large image database
for photo/graphics and cartoon/slides, respectively. Li
et al. (2000) introduce textured versus non-textured classi-
fication. They use wavelet coefficient to segment images,
and compare the segmented region with the evenly parti-
tioned zones to determine the image as either textured or
non-textured. Other examples of image classification
include face detection (Yang et al., 2002) and objectionable
image identification (Wang et al., 1998).

Processing on digitized art images has been an important
research topic since the turn of 21st century. According to
the DELOS-NSF (Chen et al., 2002), one of the chief
impediments to broadly useful access to digital libraries
and museums is the sharp cleavage in the academic research
community between science and humanities. This working
group discusses the problems of retrieving art images and
bridging the semantic gap, and they point out that this area
is still in the early stages of research. Li and Wang (2004)
use multi-resolution hidden Markov model (HMM)
method to characterize different drawing styles of ancient
painting artists by analyzing painting strokes, and the fea-
tures they employed are Daubechies 4 wavelet coefficients.
Leykin et al. (2002) develop techniques to identify Canvas
paintings; the image set they used is consisted of 6000 pho-
tographs and 6000 paintings. To identify oil painting, edge
features are employed and the classifier is the neural net-
work with Canny edge detector applied to the RGB color
channel and the intensity channel. Seldin et al. (2003) inves-
tigated on the first segment image into texture regions; and
the textures are based on histograms of marginal distribu-
tions of wavelet coefficients calculated on image sub-
windows. Sequential Information Bottleneck algorithm is
used to decide painting categorization by painter’s drawing
style. Colombo et al. (1999) investigate on the problem of
retrieving painting images using color semantics derived
from the Itten color sphere; specifically, they discuss emo-
tional effects of art images by taking account of the factors
such as color warmth, region harmonic and layout of lines.
Systems involving processing art images include MARS
(Ortega et al., 1997; Del Bimbo et al., 1997).

Although a lot of research efforts have been put in the
domains of image classification and digitized art image
processing and understanding, detection and categoriza-
tion of TCP has rarely been studied. Therefore, we shall
look into this problem in the following sections.

3. Implementation issues

3.1. Data set

The image database used in this experiment consists of
3688 traditional Chinese painting images collected from



Table 1
Data set used in this paper

Non-TCP images TCP images

Test set 5827 3688
Gongbi Xieyi

1889 1799
Training set 146 117 118

148

Table 2
TCP detection results of histograms on various color space

Ohta RGB YUV HSL YIQ XYZ

(a) Classification rate on TCP test dataset

0.907 0.868 0.829 0.832 0.851 0.782

(b) False classification rate on non-TCP test images

0.053 0.116 0.07 0.074 0.074 0.116
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various sources and different artists in different periods, in
which 1799 are Gongbi paintings and 1889 are Xieyi ones.
Various forms of traditional Chinese paintings are included
in the dataset such as Zhongtang (placed in the center of
the living room), Tiaofu (accompanied with couplet) and
Shanmian (painted on the shape of Chinese fan), as well
as different types of paintings such as figure painting, land-
scape painting and flower-and-bird painting. 5827 non-
TCP images from the World Wide Web, Corel image
library, and photos captured by digital cameras are used
as negative images in the testing process of traditional Chi-
nese painting detection; some Western oil painting images
are included in the non-TCP image set. As the number of
non-TCP images is always larger than that of TCP images
in practical application, the bulk of non-TCP image is
much bigger than that of TCP image in our experiment.
The training set for TCP detection includes 148 TCP
images and 146 non-TCP images; and the training set for
Gongbi and Xieyi classification includes 117 Gongbi
images and 118 Xieyi images. In this work we aim at
detecting special kinds of images with great variations,
and good generalization is desired, thus the training set is
selected to be relatively small (see Table 1).

3.2. Image features

Throughout its long history, traditional Chinese paint-
ings have carried its own particular perceptual style.
Although they look different from the non-TCP images,
they may have various appearances due to different brush
techniques by using ink or color, different types of paint-
ings such as figure, landscape and flower&bird, and differ-
ent styles for various artists in different period. Gongbi
School is characterized by fine brushwork and close atten-
tion to details; while Xieyi School is characterized by vivid
expression and bold outline. In this paper, low-level fea-
tures such as color, texture and edge features are used to
characterize the particularity of TCP image, and to differ-
entiate Gongbi and Xieyi Schools.

3.2.1. Ohta color histogram

Color histograms contain very useful information distri-
butions of image colors. Ohta color histogram is used as
color features. The Ohta color space is a linear transforma-
tion of the RGB space, and its color channels is defined by
Gevers and Smeulders (1996)
I1 ¼ ðRþGþ BÞ=3

I2 ¼ ðR� BÞ=2

I3 ¼ ð2G�R� BÞ=4

ð1Þ

In (1), I1 is the intensity component; whereas I2 and I3 are
roughly orthogonal color components, and these two chan-
nels somewhat resemble the chrominance signals produced
by the opponent color mechanisms of human visual system
(Pietikainen et al., 2002). In computing color histogram, it
is revealed in (Gevers and Smeulders, 1996) that the num-
ber of bins per channel have little influence on the final re-
sult when the number of bins ranges from 32 to 256 for all
color space. So we choose the smallest one 32 to gain com-
putational efficiency. Ohta histograms have good discrimi-
nation ability on detecting traditional Chinese paintings.
By testing on RGB, YUV, HSL, YIQ, XYZ and Ohta col-
or space using SVM classifier, the result reveals that Ohta
outperforms all the other color spaces (Table 2).

3.2.2. Color coherence vector

Color coherence vector (Pass et al., 1996) is a color his-
togram refinement scheme that classifies pixels as either
coherent or incoherent. Coherent pixels are a part of some
sizeable contiguous region, while incoherent pixels are not.
An 8-neighbor connected component analysis is used to
extract connected regions of the same color (Vailaya
et al., 1998).

CCV ¼ hða1; b1Þ; . . . ; ðan; bnÞi ð2Þ
In the above equation, (ai,bi) is the coherence vector,

where ai is the number of coherent pixels of the ith discred-
ited color, and bi is the number of incoherent pixels. The
feature facilitates the description of similarities between
images. It does not identify the exact position of an object,
but allows discriminating between the appearance of a spe-
cific color in few large regions or in many small regions. In
this experiment, CCV is made up of 64 coherence pairs,
each pair giving the number of coherent and incoherent
pixels of a particular color in the YUV color space. When
CCV is computed for the test dataset of TCP/non-TCP
image and trained using SVM, the classification rate is
87.25% for TCP images, and false classification rate
7.63% for non-TCP images.

3.2.3. Autocorrelation texture features

Autocorrelation (Tuceryan and Jain, 1998) measures the
coarseness of an image by evaluating the linear spatial



Fig. 4. Center part of an image.

Fig. 5. Average autocorrelation feature values of typical Gongbi and
Xieyi images.
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relationships between texture primitives. Large primitives
give rise to coarse texture and small primitives give rise
to fine texture. If the primitives are large, the autocorrela-
tion function decreases slowly with increasing distance
whereas it decreases rapidly if texture consists of small
primitives. Autocorrelation function of an image is
described as

Cff ðp; qÞ ¼
MN

ðM � pÞðN � qÞ

�

XM�p

i¼1

XN�q

j¼1
f ði; jÞf ðiþ p; jþ qÞ

XM

i¼1

XN

j¼1
f 2ði; jÞ

ð3Þ

Usually, (p,q) varies from (0,0) to (8,8) in a step of two,
which provides a total of 25 features. Typically, TCP
images have larger feature values compared with non-
TCP images. Fig. 3 shows the test result on the training
set of TCP images. In this figure, it can be observed that
autocorrelation features of TCP samples are generally
larger than 0.92, while non-TCP samples are relatively
smaller.

It is conceivable that Gongbi images generally have finer
textures than Xieyi. While in some cases, the margin part of
Gongbi images is rather large, so the center part of the
image is segmented to compute autocorrelation features
as illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows average result on
117 Gongbi and 118 Xieyi images used as the training
set. In this figure, it can be observed that most of the center
parts of traditional Chinese painting samples have an auto-
correlation value larger than 0.92, and feature values of
Xieyi samples are bigger than that of samples, which are
generally larger than 0.95.

3.2.4. Edge-size histogram

Lines play a decisive role in the formation of images in
traditional Chinese painting, and the variations in lines are,
Fig. 3. Average autocorrelation feature values of TCP and non-TCP
image training set.
in the main, determined by the method of brush use. Edge
is regarded as an important feature to represent the content
of the image. It conveys a large amount of visual informa-
tion and human eyes are known to be sensitive to edge fea-
tures for image perception. Edge histogram descriptor for
MPEG-7 is well used in image matching (ISO/IEC JTC1/
SC29/WG11, 2001). Shim and Choi (2002) integrate color
histogram and edge histogram for image retrieval. Edge-
size histogram (ESH) introduced in this paper is different
from the above two methods. It measures the consistency
and granularity of image edges. We provide the formal
description below.

Let I be a gray level image, p(x,y) be pixels in I. Edge
detection is first performed using Sobel detector and gener-
ating k number of edges (number of connective regions in
the result image after edge detection): {e1,e2, . . . ,ek}. Let
ni be the size of the edge ei : ni = j{pjp 2 ei}j, where j Æ j
denotes the number of elements. The edge-size histogram
is defined to have 13 dimensions. From 1 to 13, each
dimension accumulates the number of edges that have the
size of: {1,2, . . . , 10, [11, 20], [21, 100], [101,�]}, thus gener-
ating the vector [EHj]13. Edge-size histogram is computed
by the quantization of the above vector: ESHj = EHj/k,



Fig. 6. Edge-size histogram of an example image.
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j 2 [0, 12]. To compute this kind of feature, image should
first be resized to have the same number of pixels. Fig. 6
shows an example to compute this feature. Fig. 6(a) is
the original gray-level image. Fig. 6(b) is the result of edge
detection; there are totally 342 edges. Fig. 6(c) is the edge
size numbers from 1 to 101, while the 101st dimension is
the number that edges have the size larger than 100.
Fig. 6(d) is the final edge-size histogram.

As we know, color, saturation and luminance are three
factors that artists use to create their productions. Thus
we use HSL color space to represent images in the imple-
mentation. Edge-size histogram is computed on each of
the 3 channels and a 39-bin feature is obtained. The first
13 bins correspond to hue channel; the second 13 bins cor-
respond to saturation channel, and the last 13 bins corre-
spond to lamination channel. To compute edge-size
histogram, all the paintings should be resized to have
nearly the same number of pixels. In our implementation,
the resized pixel number is set as 76,450.

It could be observed that Gongbi images generally have
more detailed edges than Xieyi images. This is because the
former is characterized by simple and bold strokes intended
to represent the exaggerated likenesses of the objects, while
the latter by fine brushwork and close attention to detail.
The following figure shows this difference demonstrated
by edge-size histogram. Fig. 7(a-2) and (b-2) is the edge-size
histogram of Xieyi paintings in Fig. 7(a-1) and (b-1), and
Fig. 7(c-2) and (d-2) is the edge-size histogram of Xieyi
paintings in Fig. 7(c-1) and (d-1). It can be clearly observed
that on the hue channel, small edges are less than that of
Fig. 7(c-2) and (d-2), which is edge-size histogram of two
Gongbi images in Fig. 7(c-1) and (d-1). Through the fea-
ture extraction method described before, the computation
complexity of ESH is rather low as edge extraction and his-
togram computation need low computation cost.

3.3. Classifiers

There are many classifiers in machine learning and pat-
tern recognition domain. Each classifier has its own
strength and weakness. Support vector machine (SVM)
has been extensively used as a classification tool in a variety



Fig. 7. Edge-size histogram on HSL channels of four pictures of Fig. 1.
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of areas. Compared with other classifiers, SVM is easier to
train, needs fewer training samples and has better general-
ization ability. So it is more appropriate for our work and
is chosen as the main classification tool. Besides, we use a
combination of a decision tree classifier and an SVM clas-
sifier to detect traditional Chinese paintings.

3.3.1. Decision tree classifier (C4.5)

C4.5 is the most widely used and generally effective
learning algorithm. It recursively sub-divides a set of data
by using the concept of entropy from information theory.
The feature that provides the most information gain
(defined by entropy) at each recursion is used to form a
decision based on the values of the feature. The result is
a tree with each node having a feature and a decision.
3.3.2. Support vector machines

In recent years SVM based learning has been applied to
a wide range of real-world applications where it has been
found to offer superior performance. SVM is used as the
main classifier in our system. It is a two-class classification
approach to learn linear or non-linear decision boundaries
(Burges, 1998). Given a set of points, which belong to
either of two classes, SVM finds the hyper-plane leaving
the largest possible fraction of points of the same class
on the same side, while maximizing the distance of either
class from the hyper-plane. This is equivalent to perform-
ing structural risk minimization to achieve good generaliza-
tion. Assuming l examples from two classes

ðx1;C1Þðx2;C2Þ � � � ðxl;ClÞ; xi 2 RN ; Ci 2 f�1;þ1g ð4Þ



Fig. 8. SVM classification with a linear hyper-plane.

Fig. 9. Algorithm of traditional Chinese painting detection.

Table 3
Result of different classification methods

C45 AutoCor SVM Histo SVM CCV Final classifier

(a) Classification rate on TCP test dataset (%)

83.24 90.3 91.01 94.85

(b) False classification rate on non-TCP test images (%)

13.7 6.8 9.24 7.07
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finding the optimal hyper-plane implies solving a con-
strained optimization problem using quadratic program-
ming. The optimization criterion is the width of the
margin between the classes. The discriminate hyper-plane
is defined as

gðxÞ ¼
Xl

i¼1

aiCikðx; xiÞ þ a0 ð5Þ

where k(x,xi) is a kernel function, xi are so-called support
vectors determined from the training data, Ci is the class
indicator associated with each xi, and ai are constants
which are also determined by training. The kernel function
plays a central role to implicitly map the input vector into a
high-dimensional feature space, where better separating
ability is achieved. Constructing the optimal hyper-plane
is equivalent to finding all the non-zero ai. The sign of
f(x) indicates the membership of x. The polynomial kernel
is used in our system because the experiments have shown
that the linear kernel outperforms other kernels in the con-
text of our application. The basic idea of an SVM classifier
Fig. 10. Examples of correctly detect
that maximizes the separating margins between the two
classes is illustrated in Fig. 8.

4. Experimental results

4.1. Detecting traditional Chinese painting images

In our test, autocorrelation texture feature is first
applied with C4.5 decision tree classifier as the first stage
ed traditional Chinese paintings.



Fig. 11. Examples of negative results in traditional Chinese painting detection. (a) Examples of mis-detected TCP images and (b) examples of false
detected non-TCP images.

Fig. 12. Algorithm of Gongbi and Xieyi classification.

Table 4
Result of classification method

ESH (%) AC (%) ESH + AC (%)

P(G) 85.29 77.27 95.56
P(X) 79.25 78.92 93.66
P(O) 82.27 78.09 94.61

Table 5
Comparison of different classifiers

SVM (%) C4.5 decision tree (%) Naı̈ve Bayesian (%)

P(G) 95.56 88.16 92.16
P(X) 93.66 83.75 90.05
P(O) 94.61 85.95 91.11
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Fig. 13. Correctly classified traditional Chinese paintings. (a) Correctly classified Gongbi paintings and (b) correctly classified Xieyi paintings.
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Fig. 14. False classified traditional Chinese paintings. (a) False classified Gongbi paintings and (b) false classified Xieyi paintings.
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to detect TCP, whose dimension is rather smaller than that
of Ohta histogram and CCV. The error rate of training in
this stage is 5.4%. In our method the best classification con-
dition is employed to classify TCP images:
Cond: AutoFea[9]>0.87&AutoFea[5]>0.96&AutoFea[17]
<=0.97.
In the above condition, Autofea[n] means the nth value
of autocorrelation feature of an image, which has totally 25
dimensions, and 0.87, 0.96 and 0.97 are generated by C4.5
decision tree classifier. If Cond holds, the corresponding
image is almost certain to be TCP. In the training set, there
is only one non-TCP image that Cond is true, compared
with 82 TCP images. Thus a lot of TCP images are success-
fully and quickly identified in this method and the false
classification rate is only 1.47%. However, if Cond is not
hold, it is difficult to say whether the image is a TCP or
non-TCP image. Then SVM is employed to proceed with
further classification with the Ohta histogram and CCV
image features. The whole algorithm is shown in Fig. 9.
This combined classifier only has an error rate of 5.15%
on the 3688 TCP test database, and 7.07% false classifica-
tion rate on the 5827 non-TCP image test set. It shows
better performance than any single classifier alone (Table
3).

It can be observed from Table 3 that SVM-Histo classi-
fier performs better than the final combined classifier on
the TCP images (90.3% versus 94.85%), at the expense of
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even worse classification performance on the non-TCP test
dataset (6.8% versus 7.07%). As the intention of our work
is to find more TCP images, the classification rate of TCP
images is more important than the false rate of non-TCP
image. So it can be concluded that the final classifier is
superior to any single classifier. It can be observed that
most of the misclassified TCP images are brilliant in color,
while TCP images are characterized by color harmony. The
other missed TCP images are almost in gray-scale and they
lose much information in color. Fig. 10 shows some
samples of correctly detected TCP images; Fig. 11(a) shows
some samples of misclassified TCP images and Fig. 11(b)
shows some samples of false classified non-TCP images.

The color and texture features used in this system can be
quickly computed. So this computationally efficient
approach with high classification rate can be directly used
in practical applications. In the end we tested our method
on the 60,000 Corel stock photo library. 90.2% images clas-
sified as non-TCP images shows the robustness of our
approach.

4.2. Categorizing

We conducted a variety of experiments to measure the
Gongbi versus Xieyi classification performance. Overall
classification accuracy criterion is used to evaluate the per-
formance. Let Kg and Kx denote total number of Gongbi
and Xieyi images, respectively; Cg and Cx denote the num-
ber of correctly identified Gongbi and Xieyi images respec-
tively. Thus detection precisions are described as follows:

P ðGÞ ¼ Precision ðGongbiÞ ¼ Cg=Kg

P ðX Þ ¼ Precision ðXieyiÞ ¼ Cx=Kx

P ðOÞ ¼ Precision ðOverallÞ ¼ ðP ðGÞ þ P ðX ÞÞ=2

The algorithm to classify Chinese traditional paintings is
illustrated in Fig. 12. In the pre-processing step, images are
resized to have 76,450 pixels or so; edge detection and cen-
ter part of an image extraction are also performed. In the
second step, autocorrelation features of the center part
and edge-size histogram features are computed. Then the
input TCP images are decided as whether they belong to
Gongbi School or Xieyi School under the SVM classifier.
Table 4 shows the classification results of our method.
The combined features of edge-size histogram (ESH) and
autocorrelation (AC) provide better performance than
using one feature alone. The final overall classification
accuracy of 94.61% is achieved. The authors also compare
SVM classifier with decision tree and Bayesian method, the
features used here are combined edge-size histogram and
autocorrelation. Results showed in Table 5 validate that
SVM has comparable or better performance among classi-
fication methods. Fig. 13 shows some correctly classified
image, and Fig. 14 are some misclassified paintings. Many
of the misclassified Xieyi paintings have limited number of
long edges, and in the mean time, they also possess quite a
number of detailed edges. On the other hand, for most of
the misclassified Gongbi images, they either have relatively
simple edge patterns, or show a kind of consistency in the
whole color appearance as shown in Fig. 14(a).

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we make an initial study on the problem of
detecting traditional Chinese painting images and catego-
rize them into Gongbi and Xieyi Schools by using low-level
image features. This approach provides high classification
rate with low computation cost. Encouraging results are
obtained on a medium-sized dataset. As traditional Chi-
nese painting still occupies an important place in modern
Chinese life, it is of high significance to catalog and retrieve
them automatically. Future works include establishing
algorithms to identify other important semantic informa-
tion for digitized TCP images.
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